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This paper presents CAMEL (Chemicals from Agricultural Management and Erosion
Losses), a distributed continuous simulation model to simulate daily phosphorus (P)
transformations and transport at the catchment scale. CAMEL is a process-oriented
mass-balance model that is based on both analytical and numerical approaches. In
the model, a catchment is represented using a network of square grid cells each of
which is comprised of various storages of water, sediment and P. Most of hydrological
processes, soil erosion, sediment transport, and P transformations and transport are
described using process-based equations. The P transformations between five P storages (active organic, stable organic, labile, active inorganic, and stable organic) are described using first-order kinetic equations. A comprehensive cascade routing scheme
is used to simulate P retention and transport along the channel system. Dissolved P
is also transported by groundwater flows, described using a two-dimensional Boussinesq equation. CAMEL simulates both surface and subsurface processes explicitly
and therefore is suitable for catchment-scale applications. The distributed, processoriented structure of CAMEL enables the model to be used for identifying critical source
areas of P at the catchment-scale. CAMEL is also computationally efficient, allowing
for long-term scale applications.
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Introduction

The mechanism of phosphorus (P) loss from agricultural land to watercourses involves
a series of P transformation and transport processes. P transformations in the soil
include decomposition and mineralisation of organic P, immobilisation of labile P and
sorption of labile P to/from sediment particles. P dissolved in soil water and P adsorbed
to sediment particles can be transported to water bodies by a range of different surface and subsurface pathways. Surface pathways are often strongly associated with
sediment transport because P is readily adsorbed to sediment particles. P is most
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commonly assumed to be transported predominantly in particulate forms through soil
erosion by surface runoff (Walling et al., 1997; Bowes et al., 2003). However, where soil
erosion is limited (e.g. as a result of high surface roughness associated with permanent
vegetation cover), the majority of P transported by surface runoff may be in dissolved
forms (Haygarth and Jarvis, 1997; Heathwaite and Dils, 2000). While surface runoff is
an important pathway of P transport, its occurrence is highly variable both in time and
space. It has been assumed commonly that P loss through subsurface pathways is
small. This may be true for matrix flow as it is unlikely to initiate significant P transport
(Heathwaite et al., 2000), However recent studies have reported that preferential flows,
through soil macropores or field drains, can be major pathways of P in both particulate and dissolved forms (Gupta et al., 1999; Heathwaite and Dils, 2000; Simard et al.,
2000; Chapman et al., 2001; Gardner et al., 2002). In particular, field drains are evidently effective conduits for P export from agricultural catchments (Dils and Heathwaite,
1999). Also, a significant amount of P adsorbed onto colloidal material from slurry or
livestock faeces can rapidly move through soil macro-pores (McGechan et al., 2002;
McGechan, 2002). Within the river system, P undergoes numerous transformation
processes in the course of transport. Important processes related to P transformation
within the river system include, amongst others, detachment and deposition of sediment particles, adsorption and desorption of soluble P to/from sediment particles both
in suspension and in the river-bed (House et al., 1995). The combination of these processes, in tandem with variations in river flow and other environmental factors, makes
the P transport process very complicated.
The significance of each of the P transformation and transport processes varies
greatly in space. Thus a small fraction of the catchment area may contribute a large
proportion of the P load. These critical source areas (CSAs) are characterised by having high potential to release P into surface or subsurface runoff in conjunction with
hydrologic connectivity with streams (Needelman et al., 2001). Because of their high
pollution potential, CSAs are of a major concern in catchment management. Gburek and Sharpley (1998) notes that specific P control measures implemented within a
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comprehensive management strategy will reduce P losses most effectively only if they
are targeted to CSAs. For effective catchment management, therefore, the location
of CSAs and the major processes of P transport mechanisms from CSAs, need to be
identified.
A mathematical model can play a major role in identifying CSAs of P provided the
model structure is appropriate for that purpose. There are a number of continuous simulation models suggested for P transformation and transport processes at the catchment scale. These include HSPF (Bicknell et al., 1997), AnnAGNPS (Cronshey and
Theurer, 1998; Theurer and Cronshey, 1998), ANSWERS-2000 (Bouraoui and Dillaha, 2000), SWRRB-WQ (Arnold et al., 1991), SWAT-2000 (Neitsch et al., 2001),
ACRU2000 (Campbell et al., 2001), LASCAM (Viney et al., 2000) and INCA-P (Wade
et al., 2002). However, most of these models have limitations in identifying CSAs of P.
Some models divide a catchment into sub-catchments (e.g. AnnAGNPS, SWRRB-WQ
and LASCAM) and others further divide sub-catchments into hydrologic response units
(HRUs) or something similar to HRUs (e.g. HSPF, SWAT-2000 and INCA-P). Models using subcatchments as calculation units usually have limitations in identifying CSAs due
to their coarse spatial resolutions, although in theory subcatchments can be made as
small as one wishes. In those models using HRUs, hydrologic and hydrochemical processes are calculated for individual HRUs, but the calculation results are aggregated
to the subcatchment level. This means that HRUs are not connected to each other nor
to the stream network and, therefore, transport processes within subcatchments are
ignored. This is a somewhat severe limitation given the importance of the connectivity
of a source area to the stream network in the transport of sediment-related pollutants,
such as P. Moreover, both types of these models have a common problem with calculation units (subcatchments or HRUs) that are an irregular shape and of different sizes.
The degree of aggregation for evaluating some parameters (e.g. mean slope of ground
surface) varies with the shape and the size of calculation units, and, therefore, certain processes (e.g. sediment transport) cannot be evaluated in a consistent manner
across the catchment. Because of these limitations, semi-distributed models may not
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be suitable for identifying CSAs.
In this sense, a distributed approach using square grid cells is more appropriate, but
there are few distributed, continuous simulation models that simulate P transformation
and transport processes at the catchment scale. ANSWERS-2000 and ACRU2000 are
such models that represent a catchment with a network of square grid cells. However, ANSWERS-2000 does not simulate some subsurface processes such as preferential flows through soil macropores and field drains. Therefore, the model may not
be suitable for catchments where contribution of such subsurface flows to stream flow
is significant. ACRU2000 estimates soil erosion using the modified USLE (Williams,
1975). This method does not adequately deal with soils where organic matter contents
are greater than 4% (Lilly et al., 2002) and is therefore considered inappropriate for
applications (such as in Scotland) where soils with high organic matter contents are
common.
The perceived inadequacies of existing methods to address various catchment processes for identifying CSAs of P in the context of Scottish environment have motivated
the development of a new model CAMEL (Chemicals from Agricultural Management
and Erosion Losses). This paper presents the theory of the model.
2

20

Model overview

CAMEL has been developed in an inter-disciplinary project that focused on long-term
catchment management in the context of the Water Framework Directive. At the design
stage of CAMEL, requirements for the new model were identified in a broad sense:
– To simulate P transformation and transport processes at the catchment scale in
the context of the Scottish environment;
– To identify critical source areas (CSAs) of P;
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– To identify P transport processes through surface and subsurface pathways;
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– To analyse the long-term effect of land-use management on water quality;
– To analyse the impact of climate changes on water quality.
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CAMEL represents hydrological and hydrochemical processes in a distributed manner
using a network of square grid cells. The model simulates daily P transformations
using process-oriented equations for each of the grid cells taking into account soil
water content and temperature as well as agricultural practices. Transport processes
of P in both dissolved and particulate forms are simulated for surface runoff, preferential
flows, groundwater flows and river channel flows.
In CAMEL, a grid cell can have a maximum of 8 neighbouring cells any number
of which may act as upstream cells but with only one downstream drainage direction. Each of the grid cells represents the corresponding soil-aquifer column of the
catchment and has a rectangular stream channel that runs in the middle bisecting the
overland surface of the grid cell (Fig. 1). Both sides of the grid cell are inclined toward
the channel at the mean slope of the ground surface.
In common with other distributed models, CAMEL requires rather extensive input
data:
– Weather – rainfall, air temperature, dew-point temperature, cloud cover, wind
speed and atmospheric pressure at daily time-steps;
– Topography – ground surface elevation, slope, flow direction, flow accumulation;
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– Land cover – canopy storage capacity of rainfall interception, surface roughness,
crop height, root depth, crop coefficient, leaf area index and litter index at each
of the growth stages; soil cohesion increase by root reinforcement; livestock excretion rates for cattle and sheep; incorporation rate of plant residue; application
rates of fertiliser and manure;
– Soil – depth; water contents at saturation, field capacity and wilting point, and
residual water content; saturated hydraulic conductivity; fractions of sediment par1364

ticle size classes, detachability and cohesion of the top soil; volume fraction of the
interactive zone around macro pores; equilibrium coefficient for P adsorption;
– Aquifer – depth; water contents at saturation and field capacity, and residual water
content; saturated hydraulic conductivity; equilibrium coefficient for P adsorption;
– Channel – channel width and depth; channel bed roughness;

5

The current version of CAMEL provides the following outputs:
– Time-series outputs for any grid cells within the catchment at every time-step;
– “Snapshot” outputs for the entire catchment at specific time-steps and cumulative
snapshot outputs for the whole simulation period;
– Mass balance outputs of water, sediment and P for the entire catchment at every
time-step.

10

CAMEL is written in an object-oriented language, VB.NET. The model structure is implemented so that each component of the model can be easily modified or extended.
3
15

Hydrological processes

For simulation of hydrological processes, CAMEL uses four water storages – canopy,
soil, aquifer and channel (Fig. 2). The aquifer is divided into two layers – the upper
layer and the lower layer representing fast-flowing and slow-flowing layers, respectively.
Major hydrological processes in and between these storages are described below.
3.1 Rainfall Interception and evapotranspiration

20

When rain falls, a fraction of the rainfall is intercepted and stored in the vegetation
canopy. The canopy storage capacity at a given time is assumed to be proportional
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to the leaf area index reflecting both seasonal variation of the vegetation canopy (i.e.
growth and leaf fall) and agricultural practices (e.g. harvest). Through-fall, i.e. the rainfall that reaches the soil surface, is then estimated by subtracting the amount of rainfall
interception from the amount of rainfall.
For the estimation of potential evaporation and reference crop transpiration, CAMEL
uses two derivatives of the Penman equation suggested by Shuttleworth (1993):
Ep =
Erc =

δ (Rn + Ah )
6.43 (1 + 0.536U2 ) D
γ
+
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where Ep is potential evaporation rate (mm day ), Erc is reference crop transpira−1
−2
tion rate (mm day ), Rn is net radiation exchange for the free water surface (MJ m
−1
−2
−1
day ), Ah is energy advected to the water body (MJ m day ) which is ignored in
the model, δ is gradient of saturated vapour pressure over temperature (kPa ◦ C−1 ), γ
is psychrometric constant (kPa ◦ C−1 ), U2 is wind speed measured at 2 m above the
−1
ground surface (m s ), D is vapour pressure deficit (kPa), λ is latent heat of vaporisation of water (MJ kg−1 ), G is heat conduction into the soil (MJ m−2 day−1 ), and T is
daily mean air temperature (◦ C).
Direct evaporation from the canopy is assumed to take place at the rate of potential
evaporation prior to transpiration process. The transpiration rate of a crop is estimated
from Erc considering the crop coefficient and soil water stress factor as the following:
Ec = kψ Kco Erc

(3)

where Ec is transpiration rate of a crop (mm day−1 ), kψ is soil water stress factor and
Kco is potential crop coefficient. The soil water stress factor, kψ , is 1.0 when soil water
content is greater than the field capacity, but when soil water content falls below the
1366
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field capacity, kψ linearly decreases to zero as soil water content reaches the wilting
point.
When the leaf area index of a crop is below 1.0, evaporation from the bare soil takes
place. The evaporation from the soil surface, Es , is estimated on an assumption that
Es is proportional to Ep and to a power function of the effective soil saturation:
(
0
(if LAI ≥ 1)

m
Es =
(4)
θ−θres
Ep (1 − LAI) θ −θ
(if LAI < 1)
sat

10

res

where Es is evaporation from the soil surface (mm day−1 ), LAI is leaf area index (m2
m−2 ), θ is soil water content (m3 m−3 ) at a given time, θsat is saturated soil water
content (m3 m−3 ), and θres is residual soil water content (m3 m−3 ), m is soil evaporation
coefficient.
3.2 Infiltration, saturation and surface runoff
Infiltration of rainfall is represented in CAMEL using the Green-Ampt model (Green and
Ampt, 1911) modified by Mein and Larson (1973):


Sf (θsat − θ)
f = 1000kef f 1 +
(5)
F
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where, f is maximum infiltration rate (mm h−1 ), kef f is effective hydraulic conductivity
(m h−1 ), Sf is matric potential of suction at the wetting front (mm), and F is accumulated
infiltration (mm). When the rainfall intensity is less than the maximum infiltration rate, all
rainfall infiltrates into the soil. When the rainfall intensity is greater than the maximum
infiltration rate, a numerical method is used to calculate the accumulated infiltration: f
in Eq. (5) is replaced with dF /dt and the integrated finite-difference form of Eq. (5) is
iteratively solved for F using a successive substitution approach. Here, for minimising numerical errors, the accumulated infiltration is estimated using daily mean hourly
1367
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rainfall intensity. Any excess of the daily rainfall above the accumulated infiltration contributes to the infiltration-excess surface runoff. When the soil-aquifer column is entirely
saturated, the infiltration rate becomes zero and any further rainfall contributes to the
infiltration-excess surface runoff. If the soil-aquifer column is fully saturated because of
the groundwater table rise, saturation-excess surface runoff is generated.
Surface runoff flows to the stream channel via a rill system. Based on the study of
Gilley et al. (1990), it is assumed that one rill exists within every one-metre-wide section
of ground surface sloping down to the stream channel. So, an array of rills meets the
stream channel at a right angle on both sides of the stream channel. Rill flow rate is
assumed to be the same in each rill and the width of rill flows is estimated using a
power function of the flow rate as suggested by Gilley et al. (1990):
Wr = 1.13qr0.303

(6)
3

15

−1

where, Wr is width of rill flows (m) and qr is flow rate in a rill (m s ). Note in Eq. (6)
that rill flow rate varies over time and, consequently, the rill flow width changes over
time. Using the estimated width of rill flow, the rill flow velocity is estimated using the
Manning’s equation. The model ignores inter-rill flows assuming that all inter-rill flow is
drained to the rill system within a daily time-step.
3.3 Preferential flow
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In CAMEL, when soil water content exceeds the field capacity, the bottom of the soil
layer is assumed to be saturated while the upper part remains at field capacity. This
partial saturation creates a perched water table if the genuine groundwater table is not
within the soil layer. Whether perched or genuine, if the elevation of the water table is
higher than the channel bed, preferential flow through soil macropores is initiated as a
Darcian flow. It is assumed that macropores develop only in vegetation-covered areas
and that the effective hydraulic conductivity is equal to the standard saturated hydraulic
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conductivity times a macroporosity factor:
kef f = ksat · A

5

(7)

where kef f and ksat are effective and saturated hydraulic conductivity of the soil (m
−1
day ), respectively, and A is the macroporosity factor. The macroporosity factor is
estimated for undisturbed soils (Rawls et al., 1989):
A = exp (2.82 − 0.099S% + 1.94δb )

(8)

and for disturbed soils (Brakensiek and Rawls, 1988):
A = exp (0.96 − 0.032S% + 0.04C% − 0.032δb )
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(9)

where S% and C% are volume percent of sand and clay (%), respectively, and δb
−3
is bulk density of the soil (g cm ). The maximum value of macroporosity factor is
restricted to 18 as suggested by Rawls et al. (1989) and it is assumed that uncovered
areas have no macropores (i.e. A=1).
Another form of preferential flow represented in the model is field drainage. In many
agricultural fields in the UK, field drains have been installed to lower the water table in
the soil. In such systems, field drains transport soil water directly to the stream channel.
If the water table is above the drain tiles, drain flow is initiated. Estimation of the field
drain flow is based on the drainage equation by Hooghoudt (1940):

4kef f ∆h 2deq + ∆h
Qf d =
∆x 2
(10)
∆l 2
where Qf d is preferential flow through field drains (m3 day−1 ), deq is equivalent depth
(m), ∆x is cell size (m), and ∆l is field drain spacing (m).
3.4 Aquifer recharge
Aquifer recharge in the model occurs only when soil water content is higher than the
field capacity. The amount of water flowing through the soil layer to the aquifer is
1369
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estimated using a storage routing method similar to that in SWAT-2000 (Neitsch et al.,
2001). For taking into account the effect of varying unsaturated hydraulic conductivity,
calculations are carried out for individual 0.1% slices of soil water content above the
field capacity:

 
qsa = 0.001 · Vss 1 − exp −∆t tT
(11)

10

where qsa is amount of water flow from the soil to the aquifer (m3 ) calculated for indi3
vidual 0.1% soil water content, Vss is volume of the soil layer (m ), ∆t is time step (day),
and tT is travel time of the recharge flow (day). Here, tT is evaluated by dividing mean
flow distance by unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (Eq. 12) that is estimated using the
Averjanov equation (Averjanov, 1950) (Eq. 13):
tT =

1 dsoi l
2 kunsat

kunsat = ksat

15

(12)


θ − θres

n
(13)

θsat − θres

where dsoi l is depth of the soil layer (m), kunsat is unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of
the soil layer (m day−1 ), and n is Averjanov’s exponent. Estimation of qsa using Eq. (11)
is repeated for each 0.1 % slice of soil water content above the field capacity and all
qsa are added together to give the total amount. The total amount of water flow from
the soil to the aquifer is then limited by the percolation rate of the aquifer:
P

qsa
Qsa = min
, Ksat ∆x 2
(14)
∆t
3

20

−1

where Qsa is total water flow from the soil to the aquifer (m day ) and Ksat is saturated
−1
hydraulic conductivity of the fast-flowing aquifer layer (m day ). Also, groundwater
recharge flux within an aquifer column is estimated using an approach similar to the
presented above.
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For routing of the channel water, the spatially distributed unit hydrograph approach
proposed by Maidment (1993) was adopted in CAMEL with modifications. Based on
an assumption that mean flow velocity is spatially variable but time- and dischargeinvariant, isochrones of the flow travel time to the catchment outlet are determined for
each of the grid cells. The amount of channel water leaving a given isochrone area in
a time step (ordinates of a unit hydrograph) constitutes a unit hydrograph at the catchment outlet. Individual unit hydrograph ordinates from each of the isochrone areas are
then linearly superposed to give total discharge at the catchment outlet (Fig. 3). The
mean flow velocity for each grid cell is estimated using the Manning’s equation with
the mean channel water depth that is specified by the user as a fraction of the channel
width based on the observed flow data. It should be noted that the mean flow velocity
estimated this way is used solely for calculating the mean travel time of channel water
flow and that the real flow velocity is estimated at every time step using the results of
channel routing. By applying this procedure not only to the catchment outlet but also to
all other grid cells, channel discharge variables are estimated at every grid cell within
the catchment. This approach may not be appropriate for simulating propagation of
flood waves at a fine resolution of time, but it is considered to be reasonably accurate
for daily time-step simulations.
3.6 Aquifer-channel interaction
The aquifer interacts with the stream channel through the channel bed whenever there
is a difference in water heads between the groundwater table and the channel water
level. When the groundwater table is higher than the channel water level, groundwater
flows into the channel, and vice versa. Both flows are assumed to be Darcian flows and
are estimated using a saturated hydraulic conductivity corresponding to the fast-flowing
aquifer layer.
1371

3.7 Groundwater flow
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In the model, groundwater flows are described as horizontal flows between grid cells
and the vertical flow component is ignored. Based on the widely-used assumption that
groundwater flow follows the Darcian law, the groundwater flow is described by the
following two-dimensional Boussinesq equation:




∂h
∂
∂h
∂
∂h
S
=
Ksat H
+
Ksat H
(15)
∂t
∂x
∂x
∂y
∂y
−1

10

where S is the storage coefficient of the aquifer (m m ), t is time (day), h is elevation
of groundwater table (m), and H is saturated thickness of the aquifer (m). Expanding the terms in Eq. (15) to finite-difference analogues gives a non-linear equation for
each of the grid cells with groundwater table elevation, h, as the dependent variable.
The system of equations for all grid cells is then solved iteratively using a successive
over-relaxation method. This approach is valid providing the groundwater flow velocity
(=Ksat ∆h∆x −1 ) is less than the grid cell size divided by a daily time-step (∆x day−1 ).
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Soil erosion and transport processes

Sediment erosion and transport processes take place both on the land and within the
channel. Equations for the soil erosion and transport component of CAMEL have been
largely taken from the EUROSEM model (Morgan et al., 1998). For simulating the
effect of sediment supply, an approach based on the sediment transport capacity is applied using two sediment storages – overland sediment storage and channel sediment
storage (Fig. 4). Each of these storages consists of four sub-storages of clay, silt, fine
sand and coarse sand. For simplicity, a representative value of particle size (effective
diameters) is used for each of the particle size classes: 1 µm for clay; 10 µm for silt;
100 µm for fine sand; and 1000 µm for coarse sand.
1372

4.1 Splash detachment
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During a rainfall event, sediment particles on the soil surface are detached by raindrop
impacts. This splash detachment by rain drops is related to the kinetic energy of rainfall
and is estimated in CAMEL for both direct rainfall and leaf drainage from the canopy.
The kinetic energy of rainfall reaching the ground surface can be described by the
following (Brandt, 1989, 1990):
K Er = max (8.95 + 8.44 log ι, 0) · R


q
K El = max 15.8 Hc − 5.87, 0 · (R − Ic )

(16)
(17)
−2
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where K Er is kinetic energy of direct rainfall (J m ), K El is kinetic energy of leaf
−2
−1
drainage from the canopy (J m ), ι is rainfall intensity (mm h ), R is daily rainfall
(mm), Ic is canopy interception (mm), and Hc is canopy height (m). Note that K El
in Eq. (17) becomes zero if the canopy height is less than 14 cm. The total kinetic
energy is estimated by taking into account the ground surface condition. The splash
detachment is calculated for each of the particle size classes (Morgan et al., 1998) by:
SDi = 10η [K Er (1 − λc ) + K El λc ] exp (−bdsw ) ςi

(18)
−1

20

where SD is splash detachment by rain drop impact (kg ha ), η is soil detachability
−1
index (g J ), λc is a fraction of ground surface covered by plant canopy, b is rain drop
impact attenuation coefficient, dsw is depth of overland surface water (mm), ς is fraction
of a given particle size class in the top soil, and i is subscript for particle size classes.
It is assumed that sediment particles mobilised by splash detachment constitute the
initial sediment concentration in the surface runoff.
4.2 Flow detachment
Sediment detachment by rill flows is simulated according to the erosion–deposition
theory proposed by Smith et al. (1995). The sediment concentration at the transport
1373

capacity represents the sediment concentration at which the rate of erosion and the
accompanying rate of deposition are in balance. The equation for sediment erosion
and deposition during rill flow is expressed in terms of settling velocity and transport
capacity (Smith et al., 1995):
5

F Di = εd vi (T Ci − Ci ) Wr

(19)
−1

−1

10

where F D is sediment detachment by the rill flow (kg m s ), εd is detachment
efficiency coefficient, v is settling velocity of sediment particles (m s−1 ), T C is sediment
transport capacity of the rill flow (kg m−3 ), and C is initial sediment concentration in
the rill flow (kg m−3 ). The initial sediment concentration is estimated by dividing the
amount of splash detachment by the amount of surface runoff. The settling velocity
of sediment particles is estimated using Stokes’ law, assuming constant density and
viscosity of water.
The sediment transport capacity of the rill flow at a given point is the maximum net
erosion potential and is estimated as the following (Govers, 1990; Morgan et al., 1998):

15

T Ci = αi ρ (ω − $i )βi

(20)

ω = s · ū

(21)

αi =
βi =

20





φi + 5
0.32

−0.6

φi + 5
300

0.25

(22)

(23)

where α and β are experimentally-determined coefficients, ρ is density of sediment
−3
−1
particles (=2650 kg m ), ω is unit stream power (cm s ), $ is critical value of unit
−1
−1
stream power (cm s ), s is energy slope of water, ω is mean flow velocity (cm s ), and
φ is median particle size (µm). If the sediment transport capacity is greater than the
1374
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initial sediment concentration, more sediment particles may be detached (flow detachment) and transported to the channel. If the sediment transport capacity is less than
the initial sediment concentration, however, a part or all of the detached sediment may
be deposited and added to the overland sediment storage. Govers (1990) introduced
the critical unit stream power, $, and suggested a value of 0.4 cm s−1 , but his study
covers only a limited range of particle sizes from coarse silt to coarse sand. Therefore
the suggested value may not be valid for clay and fine silt. In CAMEL, the value of $
for each of the particle size classes can be adjusted by the user.
The detachment efficiency coefficient, εd , in Eq. (19) is used to represent the effect
of cohesive soil material on sediment detachment and is defined as a function of the
cohesion of wet soil (Rauws and Govers, 1988):
εd =

15

1
0.89 + 0.56ζ

(24)

where ζ is cohesion of wet soil (kPa). By definition, εd takes a value of 1 when the sediment transport capacity is less than the initial concentration (i.e. when net deposition
occurs).
4.3 Sediment transport to the channel
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The amount of sediment transported to the channel by rill flow depends on the transport
capacity of the rill flow and the overland sediment storage. When the transport capacity
is greater than the initial concentration, flow detachment takes place but its amount is
limited to the overland sediment storage. If the transport capacity is less than the initial
concentration, excess sediment is deposited on the land and no flow detachment takes
place. The overland sediment storage thus represents the amount of disaggregated
sediment particles on the ground surface. To reflect soil aggregation processes, the
size of overland sediment storage is assumed to exponentially decrease over time.
Transport of sediment particles by preferential flows through soil macropores and
field drains is not included in the model due to the complexity of the transport process.
1375

4.4 Channel routing – sediment
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Sediment transported to the channel through the rill system is added to the channel
sediment storage and is transported downstream by channel flows. A comprehensive cascade routing scheme has been developed to simulate sediment detachment
and deposition processes along the channel network. The channel sediment budgets
are calculated first for first-order cells with no upstream cells. The amount of sediment leaving each of the first-order cells is then calculated and routed downstream cell
by cell taking into account the isochrones in the course of the downstream transport.
Sediment transport processes in the channel are estimated using the same erosiondeposition theory applied to the rill flow in Eq. (19), but the sediment cohesion effect
is ignored (εd =1) on the assumption that sediment particles on the channel bed are
loose. As sediment transport processes are estimated for each of four particle size
classes, the composition of the channel bed sediment may vary according to the transport capacity of the channel flow at a given time and space.
5

P transformation processes

P transformation processes in CAMEL are simulated for organic and inorganic P storages in the soil, aquifer and channel (Fig. 5). For simplification, organic P storages
in the aquifer and the channel are ignored. Organic P in the soil is divided into two
storages: the active organic P storage (PAO ) and the stable organic P storage (PSO ).
PAO consists of P in undecomposed plant residues, livestock excretion, manure and microbes, whereas PSO is composed of P in stable organic matter i.e. humus. Inorganic P
is divided into labile P (PLB ), active inorganic P (PAI ) and stable inorganic P (PSI ) storages. PLB is in rapid equilibrium with PAI which in return is in slow equilibrium with PSI .
When inorganic fertiliser P is added, it rapidly equilibrates between PLB and PAI . The
slow reaction between PAI and PSI then follows. It is assumed PSI is four times larger
than PAI . In the aquifer and the channel, only inorganic P storages (PLB , PAI and PSI )
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are assumed and, therefore, P adsorption and desorption are the only transformation
processes simulated in the model.
It is assumed that vertical distribution of P in the soil reaches its maximum at the soil
surface and exponentially decreases with depth. Unlike in the soil, P in the aquifer and
the channel is assumed to be completely mixed within each of the storages.
5.1 P transformations in the soil

10

All P transformation rates are estimated using first-order kinetic equations taking into
account the effect of soil water content and temperature.
The decomposition rate of active organic matter is assumed to be constant, regardless of the fraction of fresh organic matter remaining since the last incorporation into
the soil. It is also assumed that the decomposition rate is not limited by either the C/N
or C/P ratio:
ξd = kd kT B kθ PAO

(25)
−1

15

20

−1

where ξd is active organic P decomposition rate (kg-P ha day ), kd is rate coefficient
for active organic matter decomposition (day−1 ), kT B is temperature adjustment factor
for biochemical processes, kθ is soil water adjustment factor, and PAO is active organic
−1
P in the soil (kg-P ha ). When active organic P is decomposed, it is assumed that 80%
of the decomposed P undergoes mineralisation and the remaining 20% is incorporated
into the stable organic P storage (PSO ). So the total mineralisation rate of P is estimated
as the following:
ξm = 0.8ξd + kh kT B kθ PSO

(26)
−1

25

5

−1

where ξm is P mineralisation rate (kg-P ha day ), kh is rate coefficient for humus
−1
−1
mineralisation (day ), PSO is stable organic P in the soil (kg-P ha ). Mineralised P is
added to the labile P storage and there is a reverse process that incorporates labile P
back to organic P. However, this immobilisation rate of P is only a very small fraction of
the decomposition rate (Jones et al., 1984) and therefore is ignored in the model.
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Adsorption of P from the solution to the surface of sediment particles is simulated in
two separate processes. When a gradient of P concentrations exists between inorganic
P storages, a rapid equilibrium is initially reached between PLB and PAI and then a
subsequent slow reaction takes place between PAI and PSI . The rapid adsorption rate
of P from the labile P storage to the active inorganic P storage is estimated using
Eq. (27):
ξra = kra kT S kθ (σra PLB − PAI )

(27)
−1

10

15

−1

where ξra is rapid adsorption rate of P from PLB to PAI (kg-P ha day ), kra is rate coefficient for rapid adsorption of P from PLB to PAI (day−1 ), kT S is temperature adjustment
factor for sorption (can exceed 1.0), PLB is labile P storage (kg-P ha−1 ), PAI is active
inorganic P storage (kg-P ha−1 ), and σra is equilibrium coefficient for rapid adsorption.
The slow adsorption rate of P from the active inorganic P storage to the stable inorganic P storage is estimated by assuming that PSI is four times larger than PAI in
equilibrium:
ξsa = ksa (4PAI − PSI )

(28)
−1

20

−1

where ξ sa is slow adsorption rate of P from PAI to PSI (kg-P ha day ), ksa is rate
coefficient for slow adsorption of P from PAI to PSI (day−1 ), and PSI is stable inorganic
P storage in the soil (kg-P ha−1 ).
From the P transformation processes defined in Eqs. (25) to (28), the changes in
the five P storages are estimated at every time step using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method for simultaneous solution of the equations.
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5.2 Plant uptake
Uptake of P (mainly in the form of H2 PO−
4 ) by plant roots is assumed to follow MichaelisMenten kinetics (Barber, 1980) and is limited by soil water availability:
CDP (rz)
Pup = Umax µ ·
·k
(29)
Mµ + CDP (rz) ψ
5

−1

−1

where Pup is P uptake rate by a given plant (kg-P ha day ), Umax is maximum rate of
−1
−1
P uptake by the given plant (kg-P ha day ), µ is a ratio of potential crop coefficient for
a given day to the maximum crop coefficient (=Kco /Kco(max) ), CDP (rz) is concentration
−3

10

15

of dissolved P in the root zone (kg-P m ), and M is Michaelis-Menten’s half-saturation
−3
constant of dissolved P concentration for the given plant (kg-P m ). Note in Eq. (29)
that Umax and M are multiplied by µ to reflect the seasonal variation of crop growth and
hence P demand. The soil water stress factor (kψ ) is applied to limit the P uptake rate
according to soil water availability. There is no limitation when the soil water content
exceeds the field capacity, but P uptake decreases linearly as the soil water content
decreases from field capacity to wilting point and no uptake occurs when the soil water
content is below the wilting point. Thus, Eq. (29) reflects both the P demand and
availability in the root zone.
5.3 Factors affecting P transformations

20

25

5

P transformation processes in the model are affected by two environmental factors –
soil water content and soil temperature. The effect of soil water content on organic matter decomposition and mineralisation is estimated using a segmented linear function:
the soil water adjustment factor (kθ ) is zero when there is no soil water, then increases
linearly with soil water content to its maximum (= 1) when the soil water content is at
field capacity. The maximum value is maintained until the soil water content is at the
mid-point between field capacity and saturation and then decreases to 0.6 when the
soil is fully saturated.
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Temperature influences the rates of all of the P transformation processes. The effect
of temperature on rates of organic matter decomposition and mineralisation, which
are driven by microbial activities, is estimated using the soil respiration rate equation
proposed by Lloyd and Taylor (1994):


308.56
kT B = exp 4.34 − 0
(30)
T + 46.02
where T 0 is daily mean soil temperature (◦ C). Another temperature adjustment factor is
used to estimate the effect of temperature on P sorption (Jones et al., 1984):
kT S = exp (0.115T 0 − 2.88)

(31)
◦

10

Note that kT B and kT S are equal to unity when the soil temperature is 25 C.
To evaluate the temperature adjustment factors in Eqs. (30) and (31), the mean daily
soil temperature is estimated using the approach of Kang et al. (2000) in which the
effects of ground litter as well as leaves are accounted for:
"   #
1/2


π
0
0
0
Tt = Tt−1 + Tt − Tt−1 · exp −z
· exp (ke LLt )
(32)
κp
LLt =

15

20



0 
LAIt + LITt if Tt > Tt−1 
0
LITt
if Tt ≤ Tt−1

(33)

where z is soil depth (m), κ is thermal diffusivity of the soil (cm2 s−1 ), p is period of
diurnal temperature variation (=86 400 s), ke is extinction coefficient for solar radiation
interception through the canopy, LL is combined index of leaf area and ground litter
2
−2
2
−2
(m m ), LIT is LAI equivalent of ground litter (m m ), and t and t−1 are subscripts
for daily time-step (day). In the model, for simplicity, soil temperature at a fixed depth
of 10 cm is estimated and used. Thermal diffusivity of soil varies in a range depending
on the soil texture, organic matter and soil water content. However, according to Kang
et al. (2000), soil temperature in Eq. (32) is not very sensitive to thermal diffusivity,
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but is very sensitive to LL. The model uses a constant value for the extinction coefficient for solar radiation interception (ke =0.45) and for the thermal diffusivity of the soil
(κ=5×10−7 m2 s−1 ).
6
5

10

P transport processes

In CAMEL, P transport processes are simulated for both sediment-bound P (particulate
P) and dissolved P. The amount of particulate P transported with sediment particles is
estimated using P adsorption capacity of each of the sediment particle size classes
and the transport of dissolved P is estimated using a transfer function. Dissolved P
here refers to inorganic P only and the transport of dissolved organic P is not simulated
in the model.
6.1 Transport of particulate P by surface runoff

15

For estimating transport of particulate P by surface runoff from overland to channel,
it is assumed that only particulate P in the top 1 cm of the soil can be transported.
The amount of P transported in particulate form by surface runoff is estimated for each
particle size class using Eq. (34):
P Psr = Ssr · CP P (top) · εp

(34)

where P Psr is amount of particulate P transported from the soil to the channel (kg-P
−1
−1
ha ), Ssr is sediment transported to the channel by surface runoff (kg ha ), CP P (top)
20

is concentration of particulate P in the top 1 cm of the soil (kg-P kg−1 ), and εP is
enrichment ratio of P. CP P (top) is estimated based on top soil texture, vertical distribution
of P, and P adsorption capacity of sediment particles. The enrichment ratio, εp , is
defined as the concentration of P in the eroded sediment divided by the P concentration
in the soil. The enrichment ratio of P in sediment decreases markedly with the amount
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of eroded sediment and a logarithmic relationship suggested by Menzel (1980) is used
in the model:
εp = exp (2 − 0.2 ln Ssr )
5

(35)

Transport of particulate P by preferential flows through soil macropores and field drains
is ignored in the model.
6.2 Transport of dissolved P in the soil

10

15

20

Dissolved P is transported to the channel by surface runoff and preferential flows, and
it is also transported to the aquifer by recharge flows. As surface runoff flows over
the top soil, water interacts with the top soil, transporting some of the dissolved P in
pore waters. In the model, this process is conceptualised using a transfer function
that estimates the proportion of dissolved P transported from the soil pore water to the
channel by surface runoff. It is assumed that surface runoff interacts with the top 1 cm
of the soil. The amount of dissolved P transported by surface runoff is estimated by the
following:
DPsr = PLB(top) · Πsr


Qsr
Πsr = 1 − exp −
Ωsr

(36)
(37)

where DP sr is amount of dissolved P transported from the top soil to the channel by
−1
−1
surface runoff (kg-P ha ), PLB(top) is labile P in the top 1 cm of the soil (kg-P ha ), Πsr
is a transfer function for the dissolved P transported by surface runoff, Qsr is surface
runoff expressed in water depth (m), and Ωsr is the amount of surface runoff when
63% of dissolved P is transported (m). As illustrated in Fig. 6, the transfer function Π in
Eq. (37) takes an exponential rise-to-maximum form varying from 0 to 1 according to
the ratio of Q to Ω. When Q is equal to Ω, 63% of dissolved P in the soil is transported.
The rationale behind this transfer function is that the amount of dissolved P transported
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by unit water flow decreases as water flow increases. For a given Q, a larger Ω means
less transport of dissolved P and vice versa.
Preferential flows through macropores and field drains are an important hydrologic
pathway that may transport a significant amount of dissolved P. When water flows
through macropores, dissolved P in pore waters adjacent to the flow pathway is transferred to the flowing water by advection and diffusion. Preferential flows are a quick
transport system, and the amount of dissolved P that is transported is limited by the
interaction between the flowing water and pore waters. In the model, movement of dissolved P from pore waters to the flowing water takes place at ‘interactive zones’ which
represent interactive pores of the soil around flow pathways. The amount of dissolved
P transported by field drain flows is estimated by applying a transfer function to the
amount of dissolved P in the interactive zone:
DPf d = PLB(f d ) · Πf d

15

(38)

where DPf d is amount of dissolved P transported from the soil to the channel by field
drain flows (kg-P ha−1 ), PLB(f d ) is labile P in the interactive zone between water table
and field drains (kg-P ha−1 ), Πf d is transfer function for dissolved P transported by field
drain flows, similarly defined as in Eq. (37).
Similarly, the amounts of dissolved P transported through soil macropores to the
channel and to the aquifer are estimated by the following:

20

DPmp = PLB(mp) · Πmp

(39)

DPsa = PLB(sa) · Πsa

(40)

where DP mp is amount of dissolved P transported from the soil to the channel by
macropore flows (kg-P ha−1 ), DPsa is amount of dissolved P transported from the soil
to the aquifer by macropore flows (kg-P ha−1 ), PLB(mp) is labile P in the interactive
25

−1

zone below water table (kg-P ha ), PLB(sa) is labile P in the soil below water table
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(kg-P ha−1 ), and Πmp and Πsa are transfer functions for dissolved P transported by
macropore flow and aquifer recharge flow, respectively.
6.3 Transformations and transport of dissolved P in the aquifer

5

10

P transformation processes in the aquifer (fast and slow sorption) are estimated using
equations similar to Eqs. (27) and (28) based on an assumption that groundwater is
completely mixed and that the groundwater temperature is constant. Dissolved P in
the aquifer can be transported to the soil by a rise in the groundwater table, to/from
the channel by channel-aquifer interaction flows, or to/from the aquifer of neighbouring
cells according to water head differences. The amount of dissolved P transported is
estimated by multiplying the mean concentration of dissolved P with the corresponding
groundwater flux.
6.4 Transformations and transport of P in the channel

15

20

25

Transport of P along the channel network is calculated using the same approach used
for channel routing of sediment particles. P transformation processes (fast and slow
sorption) are first estimated for first-order cells and then both particulate and dissolved
P are transported to the downstream channel where P transformations are estimated
taking account of all upstream inputs. Through this comprehensive cascade routing
scheme, P transformations and transport are simulated cell by cell all the way down to
the catchment outlet.
In-stream P transformation processes are estimated using equations similar to
Eqs. (27) and (28), based on the assumption that the channel water is completely
mixed and that the channel water temperature is the same as the soil temperature.
The P adsorption capacity of the channel bed is determined by particle size distributions of the channel bed sediment storage.
The amount of particulate P transported by channel flows is estimated for each of the
particle size classes by multiplying the amount of sediment transported downstream
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with the concentration of particulate P in the channel bed sediment storage:
P Pch = Sch · CP P (ch)

(41)

where P Pch is amount of particulate P transported by downstream channel flows (kgP), Sch is sediment transported to downstream by channel flows (kg), and CP P (ch)
5

10

−1

is concentration of particulate P in the channel bed sediment storage (kg-P kg ).
The value of CP P (ch) is estimated using the composition of the channel bed sediment
storage and the P adsorption capacity of sediment particles.
As complete mixing is assumed in the channel, the amount of dissolved P transported downstream is proportional to the ratio of downstream water discharge to the
total amount of interactive water in the channel:
Qch
DPch = PLB(ch)
(42)
Qch + IWch
where DPch is amount of dissolved P transported to the downstream by channel flows
−1
−1
(kg-P ha ), PLB(ch) is labile P in the channel (kg-P ha ), Qch is downstream channel
3

15

water discharge (m ), IWch is interstitial water in the channel bed which consists of
water in the channel bed sediment storage and in the top 1 cm of the firm channel bed
3
(m ). The interstitial water in the top 1 cm of the firm channel bed is introduced here
to prevent all of the dissolved P from being transported downstream when the channel
bed has no loose sediment storage.
7

20

Discussion

7.1 Suitability of CAMEL for identifying CSAs of P
There are several essential requirements for a catchment model to be able to identify
CSAs of P at the catchment scale. Firstly, the catchment model should be spatiallydistributed so that variations of P-related processes are simulated across the catchment. CAMEL is fully-distributed in horizontal dimensions, but it is not fully-distributed
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vertically, having only one soil layer and two aquifer layers. However, P transport by
surface runoff, which is one of the most significant mechanisms of P transport in many
areas, is estimated using P pools in the top 1 cm of the soil layer. Thus, although the
model is not fully-distributed vertically, the P processes are simulated appropriately.
Secondly, both surface and subsurface processes should be simulated to take into
account the various transport processes of particulate P and dissolved P. In CAMEL,
surface and subsurface hydrological processes are explicitly represented, as are P
transport processes. Particulate P is transported only by surface runoff but dissolved
P can be transported by surface runoff, preferential flows, groundwater recharge flux,
and groundwater flows.
Thirdly, the fate of P during transport along a stream channel network should be
simulated. CAMEL has a comprehensive cell-by-cell cascade routing scheme for simulating the fate of sediment particles and P along the stream channel network. Thus
CAMEL can simulate deposition and re-suspension of particulate P, and adsorption
and desorption of dissolved P. These together define the P retention characteristics
over time and space.
Thus, CAMEL satisfies the requirements to a reasonable degree and should be appropriate for identifying CSAs of P at the catchment scale.
7.2 Other potential application areas

20

25

CAMEL can be used for other applications as well as for identifying CSAs. As a distributed process-oriented model, it can be used for estimating land use change impacts
on water quality. Land use changes (e.g. afforestation or deforestation) in parts of a
catchment can be represented in the model by assigning new land covers to the corresponding grid cells. Changed values of land cover related parameters (e.g. surface
roughness, LAI, fertiliser application rate, etc.) in process-oriented equations will be
translated into changes in the simulated water flow and water quality. Similarly, CAMEL
can also evaluate the effectiveness of certain types of BMPs (best management practices) that may be implemented only in parts of a catchment.
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Using a comprehensive cascade channel routing scheme, CAMEL simulates detachment, deposition and re-suspension of sediment particles for four particle-size classes.
Although the model cannot take account of in-stream heterogeneity within a grid cell,
CAMEL simulates the distribution of sediment particles across the whole stream channel network at every daily time-step. Thus, this capability of the model to simulate
sediment distributions over space and time can be useful for certain ecological studies
regarding sediment-related stream habitats.
CAMEL also takes into account the effects of soil water content and soil temperature
on P transformation processes. Thus, the model can evaluate, to a degree, potential
impacts of climate change on P dynamics in soil and water.
Although it simulates both surface and subsurface processes in a distributed manner,
CAMEL sparingly employs iterative numerical approaches. Thus, the computing power
required for CAMEL simulations is relatively low, and therefore the model can be used
for long-term simulations.
7.3 Limitations of CAMEL
CAMEL has some limitations in its representation of hydrological and hydrochemical
processes, which stem from the structure of the model. The most significant limitations
are considered to be:

20

– CAMEL has only one soil layer and therefore the state variables such as soil water
content need to be aggregated for the whole soil column. This may be reasonable
for shallow soils, but may not be so for deep soils.

25

– As the model runs at daily time-steps, state variables are estimated using daily
mean values. For estimating slow/steady-processes (e.g. aquifer recharge), daily
mean values are reasonable. But for fast/ephemeral-processes (e.g. infiltrationexcess runoff), daily mean values may not be appropriate and this could be a
major limitation. For example, CAMEL estimates the accumulated infiltration using an hourly rainfall intensity derived from the daily mean. This is likely to sub1387

stantially underestimate the real hourly rainfall intensity during storm events. This
means that the model is likely to overestimate the accumulated infiltration and
consequently underestimate infiltration excess and sediment transport capacity
of the surface runoff. This limitation of the model could be alleviated by using
rainfall duration data to estimate hourly rainfall intensities. However, this is not
included in the current version of the model.

5

– The current version of the model has no snow component and cannot simulate
snow melting events.
– The channel routing components of the model does not allow for lakes or reservoirs.

10

– In the model, inorganic P is transported in either particulate or dissolved forms,
but no transport of organic P is taken into consideration. This is reasonable for
intensive agricultural areas where a large amount of inorganic P fertilisers are
applied on a regular basis. However, it may not be appropriate for non-agricultural
areas or intensive livestock farming areas where the transport of organic P is
significant.

15

– CAMEL has no biological components for in-stream P dynamics and thus cannot
simulate decomposition and mineralisation of organic materials or uptake of P by
phytoplankton and algae;
20

The authors hope that these limitations of CAMEL will be addressed in future versions
of the model.
8

25

Conclusions

Phosphorus (P) transformation and transport processes vary greatly in time and space.
For effective implementation of P control measures in a catchment, it is of utmost importance to identify critical source areas (CSAs) of P and major P transport processes
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from CSAs. A mathematical model can be a useful tool for identifying CSAs of P if the
model structure is appropriate.
A distributed continuous simulation model, CAMEL (Chemicals from Agricultural
Management and Erosion Losses), has been developed for simulating daily transport
of water, sediment and P at the catchment scale. CAMEL describes a catchment using a network of square grid cells that represent corresponding soil-aquifer columns.
Every grid cell consists of various storages of water (canopy, soil, aquifer and channel
water), sediment (overland and channel-bed sediment) and P (active organic, stable
organic, labile, active inorganic and stable inorganic P), and hydrological and hydrochemical processes are described as movements of mass between these storages.
With a network of self-contained cells and comprehensive routing schemes, CAMEL is
able to simulate both surface and subsurface processes. Although a few conceptual
approaches are used, most of the hydrological and hydrochemical processes in the
model are represented using process-based equations.
The distributed, process-oriented structure of CAMEL enables the model to be used
for identifying CSAs of P at the catchment scale. With sparingly employed iterative numerical approaches, CAMEL requires a relatively low cost of computing power, which
allows for long-term scale applications such as evaluating climate change impacts on
water quality. The model has been designed to suit the Scottish environment, but is
appropriate for application elsewhere in the temperate region.
Notation
α, β
γ
δ
δb
εd

εP
ζ
η
θ
θ res
θ sat
ι
κ
λ
λc
µ
v
ξd
ξm
ξ ra
ξ sa
ρ
σ ra
ς
φ
ω
$
∆l
∆t
∆x
Πf d

experimentally-determined coefficients to estimate sediment transport capacity (dimensionless)
psychrometric constant (kPa ◦ C−1 )
◦ −1
gradient of saturated vapour pressure over temperature (kPa C )
bulk density of the soil (g cm−3 )
detachment efficiency coefficient (dimensionless)
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enrichment ratio of P (dimensionless)
cohesion of wet soil (kPa)
soil detachability index (g J−1 )
3
−3
soil water content (m m )
residual soil water content (m3 m−3 )
saturated soil water content (m3 m−3 )
−1
rainfall intensity (mm h )
thermal diffusivity of the soil (cm2 s−1 )
−1
latent heat of vaporisation of water (MJ kg )
fraction of ground surface covered by plant canopy (dimensionless)
ratio of potential crop coefficient for a given day to the maximum crop coefficient (=Kco /Kco(max) )
settling velocity of sediment particles (m s−1 )
−1
−1
active organic P decomposition rate (kg-P ha day )
−1
−1
P mineralisation rate (kg-P ha day )
rapid adsorption rate of P from PLB to PAI (kg-P ha−1 day−1 )
−1
−1
slow adsorption rate of P from PAI to PSI (kg-P ha day )
density of sediment particles (=2650 kg m−3 )
equilibrium coefficient for rapid adsorption (dimensionless)
fraction of a given particle size class in the top soil (dimensionless)
median particle size (µm)
unit stream power (cm s−1 )
−1
critical value of unit stream power (cm s )
field drain spacing (m)
time step (day)
cell size (m)
transfer function for dissolved P transported by field drain flow (dimensioless)
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Πmp
Πsa
Πsr
Ωsr
A
Ah
b
C
C%
CDP (rz)
CP P (ch)
CP P (top)
deq
dsoi l
dsw
D
DP ch
DP f d
DP mp
DP sa

transfer function for dissolved P transported by macropore flow (dimensionless)
transfer function for dissolved P transported by aquifer recharge flow
(dimensionless)
transfer function for dissolved P transported by surface runoff (dimensionless)
amount of surface runoff when 63% of dissolved P is transported (m)
macroporosity factor (dimensionless)
−2
−1
energy advected to the water body (MJ m day )
rain drop impact attenuation coefficient (dimensionless)
initial sediment concentration in the rill flow (kg m−3 )
volume percent of clay (%)
concentration of dissolved P in the root zone (kg-P m−3 )
concentration of particulate P in the channel bed sediment storage (kgP kg−1 )
−1
concentration of particulate P in the top 1 cm of the soil (kg-P kg )
equivalent depth in Hooghoudt equation (m)
depth of the soil layer (m)
depth of overland surface water (mm)
vapour pressure deficit (kPa)
amount of dissolved P transported to the downstream by channel flows
(kg-P ha−1 )
amount of dissolved P transported from the soil to the channel by field
drain flows (kg-P ha−1 )
amount of dissolved P transported from the soil to the channel by
macropore flows (kg-P ha−1 )
amount of dissolved P transported from the soil to the aquifer by macropore flows (kg-P ha−1 )
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DP sr
Ec
Ep
Erc
Es
f
F
FD
G
h
H
Hc
Ic
IW ch
kθ
kd
ke
kef f
kh
kra
ksa
ksat
kT B
kT S

amount of dissolved P transported from the top soil to the channel by sur−1
face runoff (kg-P ha )
transpiration rate of a crop (mm day−1 )
−1
potential evaporation rate (mm day )
−1
reference crop transpiration rate (mm day )
evaporation rate from the soil surface (mm day−1 )
−1
infiltration rate (mm hr )
accumulated infiltration (mm)
sediment detachment by rill flow (kg m−1 s−1 )
−2
−1
heat conduction into the soil (MJ m day )
elevation of groundwater table (m)
saturated thickness of the aquifer (m)
canopy height (m)
canopy interception (mm)
interstitial water in the channel bed which consists of water in the channel
bed sediment storage and in the top 1 cm of the firm channel bed (m3 )
soil water adjustment factor (dimensionless)
rate coefficient for active organic matter decomposition (day−1 )
extinction coefficient for solar radiation interception through the canopy
−1
−1
effective hydraulic conductivity of the soil (m h or m day )
−1
rate coefficient for humus mineralisation (day )
−1
rate coefficient for rapid adsorption of P from PLB to PAI (day )
rate coefficient for slow adsorption of P from PAI to PSI (day−1 )
saturated hydraulic conductivity of the soil (m day−1 )
temperature adjustment factor for biochemical processes (dimensionless)
temperature adjustment factor for sorption (dimensionless)
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kunsat
kψ
Kco
K El
K Er
Ksat
LAI
LIT
LL
m
M
n
p
PAI
PAO
PLB
PLB(ch)
PLB(f d )
PLB(mp)
PLB(sa)
PLB(top)
PP ch
PP sr

PSI
PSO
Pup
qr
qsa
Qch
Qf d
Qsa
Qsr
R
Rn
s
S
S%
Sch
SD
Sf
Ssr
t
tT
T
T0
TC
u
U2
Umax

unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of the soil (m day−1 )
soil water stress factor (dimensionless)
potential crop coefficient (dimensionless)
kinetic energy of leaf drainage from the canopy (J m−2 )
−2
kinetic energy of direct rainfall (J m )
saturated hydraulic conductivity of the fast-flowing aquifer layer (m
−1
day )
leaf area index (m2 m−2 )
2
−2
LAI equivalent of ground litter (m m )
combined index of leaf area and ground litter (m2 m−2 )
soil evaporation coefficient (dimensionless)
Michaelis-Menten’s half-saturation constant of dissolved P concentra−3
tion for a given plant (kg-P m )
Averjanov’s exponent (dimensionless)
period of diurnal temperature variation (=86400 s)
active inorganic P storage (kg-P ha−1 )
active organic P in the soil (kg-P ha−1 )
−1
labile P storage (kg-P ha )
labile P in the channel (kg-P ha−1 )
labile P in the interactive zone between water table and field drains (kgP ha−1 )
−1
labile P in the interactive zone below water table (kg-P ha )
−1
labile P in the soil below water table (kg-P ha )
labile P in the top 1 cm of the soil (kg-P ha−1 )
amount of particulate P transported by downstream channel flows (kgP)
amount of particulate P transported from the soil to the channel (kg-P
−1
ha )
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stable inorganic P in the soil (kg-P ha−1 )
−1
stable organic P in the soil (kg-P ha )
P uptake rate by a given plant (kg-P ha−1 day−1 )
flow rate in a rill (m3 s−1 )
amount of water flow from the soil to the aquifer, calculated for individual 0.1%
soil water content (m3 )
3
downstream channel water discharge (m )
preferential flow through field drains (m3 day−1 )
3
−1
total water flow from the soil to the aquifer (m day )
surface runoff expressed in water depth (m)
daily rainfall (mm)
−2
−1
net radiation exchange for the free water surface (MJ m day )
energy slope of water (dimensionless)
storage coefficient of the aquifer (m m−1 )
volume percent of sand (%)
sediment transported to downstream by channel flows (kg)
splash detachment by rain drop impact (kg ha−1 )
matric potential of suction at the wetting front (mm)
−1
sediment transported to the channel by surface runoff (kg ha )
time (day)
travel time of the recharge flow (day)
◦
daily mean air temperature ( C)
daily mean soil temperature (◦ C)
−3
sediment transport capacity of the rill flow (kg m )
−1
mean flow velocity (cm s )
−1
wind speed measured at 2 m above the ground surface (m s )
−1
−1
maximum rate of P uptake by a given plant (kg-P ha day )
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v
Vss
Wr
z

settling vecolity of sediment particles (m s−1 )
3
volume of the soil layer (m )
width of rill flows (m)
soil depth (m)
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CHANNEL
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AQUIFER
Fast-Flowing Layer

AQUIFER
Slow-Flowing Layer

Fig. 1. Representation of a catchment in CAMEL. A catchment is represented using a network
of square grid cells each of which represents the corresponding soil-aquifer column within
the catchment. Based on this structure, the model simulates both surface and subsurface
processes explicitly.
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Fig. 2. Water storages and hydrological processes within a cell.
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Fig. 3. Channel routing by a spatially distributed unit hydrograph approach: (a) a catchment
can be divided into areas of isochrones; (b) isochrones are determined according to the mean
travel time of channel water flows from a given cell to the catchment outlet; (c) unit hydrograph ordinates from individual isochrone areas are linearly superposed to estimate the total
discharge.
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Fig. 4. Sediment storages and sediment transport processes within a cell. Sediment storages
are defined for each of the four particle size classes, i.e. clay, silt, fine sand and coarse sand.
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Fig. 5. Intra-cell P transformation and transport processes between P storages (PAO =active
organic P; PSO =stable organic P; PLB =labile P; PAI =active inorganic P; PSI =stable inorganic P).
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Fig. 6. A transfer function used in the model for estimating transport of dissolved P. When
Q=Ω, it is assumed that 63% of dissolved P in the “interactive zones” around the preferential
pathways is transported.
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